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Message from Founder

Message from the
Founder:
New Year Resolutions by
Dr (Hons.) Wong Siew Te
Happy New Year everyone!
We have done it! The Bornean Sun Bear Conservation
Centre and I have achieved most of the targets to
which we directed ourselves in 2019, thanks to you
and your support and the conscientious, hard work of
all the BSBCC staff, volunteers, and intern students! I
would like to say a huge THANK YOU and a send a big
bear hug to all of you!
Although BSBCC has been through an amazing year,

of our last male and female Sumatran rhino, Tam and

the wildlife and environmental crisis across the world

Iman. It is estimated that only 200 wild Malayan tigers

and Malaysia have not. In 2019 we experienced the

and 300-500 sun bears are left in Peninsular Malaysia.

worst wildfire season in the rainforest of the Amazon,

In Sabah, the situation of Bornean pygmy elephants

Sumatra and Kalimantan; many ancient and pristine

is worsening as more and more elephants are being

rainforests in these areas suffered total destruction

put to death as a result of human-elephant conflicts.

in a very short period of time. These destructive

Pangolin seizures by the authorities have reached a

fires decimated and entire wildlife populations. The

record high. Poaching, illegal snaring of wildlife for

situation is even worse in the southern hemisphere,

the body part trades and pet trades are out of control

where Australian bushfires have burned for months,

in Malaysia. We can even find sun bears and other

killing an estimated 500 million creatures, including the

protected wildlife species being openly sold online in

iconic koalas. “Apocalyptic” is the word I would use to

the social media and kept as pets in condominiums!

describe these bushfires. All of these extreme weather

We must stop all the illegal madness that is harming

patterns and disasters are related to global climatic

our wildlife in this New Year. Because if we fail, they

change and human activities on our planet.

will disappear forever, just like the Sumatran rhino in
Malaysia.

Back home, the situation is not getting any better. In
2019, Malaysia and the entire world mourned the loss
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It has been 24 years since I began work with the
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number of wild sun bears being illegally captured and

conservation. Throughout this period, I have studied

kept as pets). We have released three rehabilitated sun

how we conserve and manage our wildlife in Malaysia

bears in Tabin Wildlife Reserve, in April of 2019. This

and have noted that all of our larger wildlife species,

release event was accompanied by Dame Judi Dench,

who require a lot of forest and resources, are

and was documented in the documentary Judi Dench’s

slowly leaving us for obvious reasons: Large scale

Wild Borneo Adventure! As for visitors to BSBCC,

deforestation for timber, followed by agricultural

2019 attained a record high of 84,495 visitors from all

activities to produce food for global markets are

around the world, with approximately 10,268 school

destroying wildlife habitats to the point of no return.

students and teachers, and 1,199 communities who

The situation is further exacerbated by poaching of

joined our outreach environmental education programs

the remaining wildlife, the widening of gaps between

around Sabah. BSBCC and I have also received several

rich and poor, the popularity of e-commerce, and

awards recognizing our achievements, among them the

weak legal enforcement. However, things have

Kinabalu Award given by the Sabah State Government.

recently begun to change. The Malaysian government
is allocating more efforts to improve the condition

I thank you for your support and help in making us

of wildlife conservation, and more small NGOs,

what we are today. We have proven that a small

individuals, and member of the general public are

grassroots NGO can contribute significantly to the

joining forces to help conserve our remaining wildlife.

conservation of our wildlife and environment. Therefore
I urge you to continue to support our work and other

I am blessed to have been able to work with sun

small, grassroot NGOs who make the world a better

bears and to lead the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation

place and who began small, but may eventually grow

Centre for the past 12 years. As a small, grassroots

as much as BSBCC has done. Lastly, I hope all of us

NGO specifically focusing on sun bears in Sabah, we

will BE COURAGEOUS ENOUGH to speak up for the

have managed to grow from a two-person team into

environment and for wildlife who do not speak human

a 30 member staff organization, with close to 5000

language and do not have a vote during elections. We

volunteers coming to help us over the past 12 years.

HAVE TO learn from our mistakes of the past and make

We have rescued 61 sun bears and feel confident that

sure we DO NOT repeat them. With the many crisis we

we have almost completely eradicated the problem of

face now across the world, the year 2020 is the NOW

illegal possession of sun bears as pets in Sabah. Last

or NEVER year! Together WE CAN make a better world!

year we were only required to rescue one pet sun bear,
a sign that awareness and education are effective in

Once again, I wish you a Happy New Year! May the

dissuading the general public from keeping sun bears

New Year bring happiness, joy, peace, and safety to all

as exotic pets (I do hope this is a good sign as the

beings on Earth!

local protection of sun bears might also reduce the
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Bear Story

A Huge Part of Panda’s Life.
I was still an infant when I arrived at the local mini zoo
in 2008. I was found in the Tawau district of Sabah and
was later sent to Kudat district, in the northern part of
Sabah.
My friend and I were exhibited in a mini zoo as panda
bears, but we are really Bornean Sun Bears.
Inexperienced animal managers did this to attract
visitors, but apparently did not have the knowledge or
skills to care for the animals they received, which could
be why we were mistaken as the species we are not.

Image: My friend, Kudat and I were displayed as “Panda” at a
local mini zoo.

We were fed chicken daily, which led us to our being
bigger in size than other sun bears our age.
My suffering ended when I was rescued by Sabah
Wildlife Department on the 6th of July 2010, and was
brought to the Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre
(BSBCC) on the 10th of July, 2010.
During examination upon arrival, no external wounds
were found on me, but my friend Kudat was found to
be suffering from multiple alopecic patches throughout
his fur. We were both placed into Quarantine.

Image: Kudat and I were placed inside of a concrete floor, metal
bar cage for display.

On the 8th of August 2010, after I completed my 30 day
quarantine period, I was growing well – a ten year old,
adult female sun bear.
I have beautiful mauve-coloured eyes. I immediately
began to enjoy the delights on offer in this new
environment.
Rescued sun bears at BSBCC are given a second
chance to live freely in the BSBCC forest - free to
explore, forage, climb and play as wild sun bears.
On the 20th of December 2013, I was undergoing fence
training, which is one of the BSBCC’s rehabilitation
processes that take place before the bears can go out
into the forest enclosure.

The Sun Bear Voice

Image: Having fun with the enrichments provided by the staff
of BSBCC.
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This stage is very important because the BSBCC forest

I am a big foodie and enjoy the bear’s main diet of

enclosures are surrounded by electric fences that

fruit, coconut and HONEY!

now this fence training had not worked with me, as I

I am very inquisitive and am always quick to come

still bore the scars from years of trauma from being

whenever there are YUMMY treats. There are different

locked up in a cage for entertainment purposes.

types of climbing structures and I take great joy in
climbing them. I love the opportunity to play with a

The bear care staff never gave up on me, constantly

number of toys. I will figure out a toy by tapping on

dedicating themselves to introducing me to new bear

it with my superb long, sharp, curved claws and by

friends (Natalie, Ah Lun, Julaini and Rungus), to help

checking it carefully. We love it when the volunteers

improve my social and survival skills, and gain trust

design comfy beds for us!! It brightens our day!

towards these rehabilitation processes.
My best friend is Amaco who is a male bear. The
On May 20 2014, I suffered a traumatic injury on the
th

integration has really enriched my life.

rostral area due to an aggressive bite from a male,
adult bear in the neighbouring cage.

Most important is that I am the first play pal for him.
I am very sweet towards him so we love playing

Thank you to Veterinarian, Dr. Laura who helped me

together. We play and wrestle non-stop. We share a

with reconstructing suture in the tissue on my rostral

very close bond and can be seen hanging out together

area. The bear staff kept a close watch on me and of

all the time.

my diet. Slowly, my snout improved.
However, I am sorry that I do not get along well with
On the 1 of July 2015, I was moved to another cage

Chin, as sometimes she gets feisty if I wrestle with her

near Amaco (the oldest bear). I loved having these

which often ends up in small brawls during our play

new dens to explore. I loved splashing in the water and

fights.

st

taking lots of baths in the dens.
This year something has changed my life, with the help
BSBCC provides the best care for all the rescued sun

of our lovely volunteer, Khairunnisa Faisal and keeper,

bears in our Centre. A variety of enrichment activities

Adrian!

are provided by bear care staff to stimulate our natural

recover from my traumatic years in captivity. I began

behaviours and to keep us occupied.

to smile more and more as I received the life that I

Here I started to put my past behind me and

Image: Finally out to the forested enclosure!
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prevent the bears from escaping. However, up until
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Bear Story

Image: Trying to find some termites for a little munch!

deserve!! I was finally brave enough to take my first
step out to the forest after five years of training. I love
to explore the grassy forest enclosure, forage for my
favourite termites and rest in the hammock. Thanks
for giving me the opportunity to try learning as a wild
bear!
BSBCC are delighted I have been able to let go of the
previous trauma in my life.
I have overcome my fear and feel completely at home!
Sun bears are classified as a Totally Protected Species
under the Sabah Wildlife Conservation Enactment,

Image: Panda showing off her climbing skills!

1997. Please STOP keeping sun bears as pets! We
DO NOT belong inside cages. Years of being kept as
illegal pets have left many of us suffering from long
term disabilities and physiological trauma. It requires
considerable time and expense to restore the wild
behaviour to those of us who have been victims of
the illegal wildlife pet trade. If you care about us,
you would not want to be left out of the fight for our
survival. Please be our voice!
Story by Chiew Lin May

Image: Enjoying the sweet smell of nature.
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Bear Story

The Karate Kid: Om.
One in a million- Om is an adult male bear, 14 years
old, who currently resides in the second bear house
and spends his time in the daylight of Pen G. He is
considered to be one of the ‘originals’; the earlier bears
who claimed their spots in our centre. He arrived at
BSBCC when he was 5 months old on the 4th of August
2005, after being found at a plantation spot in Telupid.
As his rescue was well before so many others, the
reason for his confiscation or rescue is unknown and
not under record. Aside from having lost his left fore

Image: Om enjoying his sugarcane.

claw, he arrived in healthy condition.
Om was in quarantine for a lengthy period of over
four years, until he was eventually transferred to the
new bear house on the 7th of July in 2010. His transfer
included a physical health check upon arrival at the
new bear house where he showed optimum health!
Om was integrated with a bear named Ah Chong,
another male bear, on the 10th of April 2010, and they
went through fence training together the next day. Ah
Chong was the only bear that Om has ever and will
ever be integrated with, as Om is a dominant male
bear. Any integration attempts at this age with another
male will result in fights, therefore Om is now spending
his days solitarily in BSBCC since the death of Ah

Image: Om getting comfortable on his first day in the new bear
house.

Chong in February, 2011.
Once they were deemed to have passed the fence
training, they were both released to Pen D together.
This marked their first steps in the forest since their
arrival.
Long after the death of Ah Chong, Om was released to
Pen G in February, 2016. This is now considered Om’s
pen as it is where he has resided up till this date.
Om is a bear who loves his enrichments, and adores
his food. He may be considered a little vicious, but
to me, he is nothing short of independent and well
behaved.

The Sun Bear Voice

Image: Om and Ah Chong during integration.
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Image: Om explores his very own enclosure.

Sun bears, being a part of the wildlife, require
exposure to the forest and have their very own survival
instincts, whether they were raised in captivity or have
spent every minute out in the wild. Thus, keeping
them as pets would not only bring harm to the bear’s
physical health, but would also be a danger to the
owner as well, once the bears start to develop their
own natural instincts.
When sun bears are kept as pets, they lose the part
of them that is needed to survive once they live in the
wild. Often, bears that are rescued from being kept as
pets completely lose the ability to be released back into
the wild. They either lose important survival instinct
characteristics or are often disfigured in terms of being

Image: First early steps into the forest enclosure.

declawed to ensure the health of their ‘owners’. Their
claws are extremely valuable to their survival; the lack
of these things prevents them from being released as
their chances of survival are severely reduced.
I would like to end this by saying that the bears are a
part of our ecosystem, a part of wildlife and a part of
the forest. Let’s do our part by ensuring they remain
that way.
Story by Nithisha Nair

Image: Getting comfortable being surrounded with the natural
settings.
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BSBCC Corner:

Awareness talks by
Dr (Hons.) Wong Siew Te
It all started with a young boy from Bukit Mertajam
with a deep interest in the wildlife surrounding him.
Fast forward a few decades, to where he is currently
a proud CEO and founder of a sun bear conservation
centre in Sabah, the only centre in the world which
focuses on the welfare of the Bornean Sun Bears. And
he is still willing to travel around to spread awareness,
doing what he does best: to share his stories and
experiences in sun bear conservation.
Image: Q&A session at the National Museum of Natural Science
Taiwan.

The last two months of 2019 have been a hectic
journey, with talks given to live and television
audiences in and out of the country: Awareness talk at
The North Borneo Rainforest Festival (Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah), “熊爸雨林” talk at the National Museum of
Natural Science Taiwan (Taichung, Taiwan), “The Soul
of the Rainforest - Sun Bears” 雨林中的靈魂- 馬來熊 talk
at Dong Xing Elementary School 新竹縣竹北市東興國民小
學 (Hsinchu, Taiwan), “Biodiversity of Sabah, Borneo”
talk for Wild Bird Association of Taiwan 台灣野鳥協會
(Taichung, Taiwan), the making of wildlife documentary
“黑熊來了” “Black Bears coming” TV show (China TV
CTV studio, Taiwan), and Awareness talk for Pelangi
Publishing Group’s 40 cents charity carnival (Bangi,
Selangor).
Keep the inspiration juice flowing, Dr Wong!

The Sun Bear Voice

Image: Sharing experience on sun bear conservation during
The North Borneo Rainforest Festival.
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Educational Activities
Yayasan Sime Darby (YSD)
Back to School Programme

BSBCC was invited to participate in an event on
November 14, 2019, at the town of Sipitang Sabah
called the Back to School Program, under the
organization of Yayasan Sime Darby (YSD) and Rotary
Club of Kota Kinabalu. This program showcased the
principles of the philanthropic work of both YSD and
Rotary Club while promoting education and awareness
on conservation of our wildlife and nature among

Image: Mr Andy giving some explanation to one of the school
teachers about our centre.

the public, with special emphasis on our younger
generation.
The event started with an opening speech from a YSD
representative and engaging talks given by BSBCC
and Marine Research Foundation, focusing on the
conservation of sun bears and marine wildlife. The
event was attended by Y.B Datuk Seri Panglima Dr.
Kamaruzaman Hj Ampon (President of Rotary Club of
Kota Kinabalu, Dr. Hajah Yatela Zainal Abidin, (Chief
Executive Officer of YSD) and YB Datuk Dr. Yusof Bin
Yacob (Minister of Education and Innovation of Sabah).
The program, Back to School Program itself is a great
program for students, aiming to reduce the burden for
the students at Sipitang; 500 students coming from

Above: Mr Haniff gave a presentation to the school audience of
500 students.

SMK Sindumin, SMK Pengiran Omar, SMK Pengiran
Omar 2 and SMK Padang Berempah enjoyed the
donation of the school’s equipment for the upcoming
school session of 2020.
We at BSBCC would like to extend our gratitude to
YSD (which has been greatly assisting BSBCC for the
past few years) for the invitation to the program which
is an excellent platform to promote awareness and
conservation of sun bears among the public. Till we see
each other next time!

Image: Ms Yvonne and Mr Haniff with one of the students who
answered quiz correctly.
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Exhibitions
Wild Weekend at the Library,
Kota Kinabalu
It was a fun weekend for kids at the Sabah State
Library in Kota Kinabalu on Saturday morning where
the event “A Wild Weekend At The Library” was held.
The event, organised by Danau Girang Field Centre and
the Sabah State Library, enjoyed the participation of
more than 100 children from around Kota Kinabalu city.
A series of talks and interactive activities were held

Image: Mdm Gloria giving presentation to the kids, accompanied
by Sunny the Sun Bear

by various wildlife conservation NGOs and the Sabah
Wildlife Department. BSBCC’s team were present and
delivered a short talk on sun bears. It was a great
opportunity to share our knowledge about sun bears
among the Kota Kinabalu kids!

Image: Kids visiting our booth were invited to play with Rimba
game card.

Image: BSBCC staff, Ms Rebecca and Mdm Gloria was sent to
open up an exhibition booth during the event.

List of schools/organizations visited
BSBCC November and December 2019.
Schools/ Organizations

No. Pax

Date

Faculty of Sustainable Agriculture, Universiti Malaysia
Sabah

26

1st Nov

MRSM Tun Muhammad Fuad
Stephens, Sandakan

72

6th Nov

SK Bombalai, Tawau

43

9th Nov

Pusat Jagaan Selawat Nabi,
Sandakan

32

10th Nov

Pra SK Kota Kinabatangan

56

13th Nov

Tadika Visi Hikmat, Tongod

38

15th Nov

with excitement to watch the bears roaming and doing

SK Lahad Datu II, Lahad Datu

33

16th Nov

their thing in the enclosures. Thanks for the visit, Pusat

Tabika KEMAS Kg Sanan,
Kinabatangan

14

20th Nov

Group Visits
Pusat Jagaan Selawat Nabi, Sandakan
visit
BSBCC was visited by a group of 3-5 year-old children
accompanied by their teachers from a childcare centre
called the Pusat Jagaan Selawat Nabi, Sandakan
on November 10th, 2019. The children, consisting of
orphans and zakat (alms) recipients, heard stories
and information about sun bears, followed by a tour
to observe the bears in the enclosures. It was a brief
but meaningful visit after all; the children were filled

Jagaan Selawat Nabi, Sandakan.
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An education outreach programme was recently
organized on the 27th and 28th of November at
Wilmar Sapi Plantations Sdn. Bhd., Sandakan by the
plantation’s Sustainability Department in collaboration
with Sabah Wildlife Department, HUTAN-KOCP and
BSBCC. A series of talks and interactive activities were
conducted throughout the programme, which was
held to raise awareness among plantation managers,

Image: Mdm Gloria gave a presentation about the Bornean Sun
Bears to the stakeholders of Wilmar Sapi Plantation Sdn Bhd,
Sandakan.

workers, stakeholders and school children on the
importance of protecting wildlife in their surrounding
areas. More than 200 participants were reached during
the 4 sessions of talks and activities conducted in
different areas within the Wilmar Sapi Plantation.
BSBCC has also fulfilled another invitation from
Wilmar Plantation for a community outreach at
Sabahmas Plantation Lahad Datu 5th of December
2019. Accompanied by HUTAN-KOCP, Sabah Wildlife
Department and EMU Barn Owl Conservation Centre
(EBOC), we were greeted warmly by the staff of
Sabahmas Plantation and also the community
members consisting of staff, officers, and students
from HUMANA schools in the estate. Talks were
given on orangutans and sun bears, and colouring
competition and exhibition took place throughout the

Image: Ms Melynda gave a talk to the community members of
Wilmar Sabahmas Plantation Sdn Bhd, Lahad Datu.

programme. It was a very engaging session with
the community and we hope that our messages were

List of schools/organizations BSBCC
visited November and December 2019.
Schools/ Organizations

No. Pax

Date

Wilmar Sapi Plantation Sdn
Bhd, Sandakan

200

27th &
28th  Nov

Wilmar Sabamas Plantation
Sdn Bhd, Lahad Datu

500

5th Dec

The Sun Bear Voice

conveyed successfully to the community.
We would like to thank Wilmar’s Sustainability
Department team for providing the facilities and
opportunities for us to share our knowledge about sun
bears among the plantation audience. Looking forward
to engaging in more programmes like this in the
future!
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Outreach programme:
WILMAR Sapi and Sabahmas Plantation
Sdn. Bhd.
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Notable Visitor

Royal Family Members of Perak Visit
BSBCC was honored to entertain a visit from Yang
Teramat Mulia Raja Dato’ Seri Yong Sofia Binti
Almarhum Sultan Azlan Muhibbudin Shah Al-MaghfurLah along with one of her princes, Yang Mulia Tunku
Aznal Shahabudin Tunku Kamel and one of her
princesses, Yang Mulia Tunku Khira Shahabuddin Tunku
Kamel, along with a delegation of their acquaintances.
The delegation, greeted by BSBCC’s Centre Operation
Executive, Mr. Tee Thye Lim, were given a brief talk
about sun bears, their conservation and BSBCC.
Subsequently, they were guided to the viewing
platform to watch the bears snoozing on the platform
in the forest enclosure. We hope the visit provided a
good opportunity to educate and open everyone’s eyes
on the need to conserve our national treasures.

Image: Yang Teramat Mulia Raja Dato’ Seri Yong Sofia Binti
Almarhum Sultan Azlan Muhibbudin Shah Al-Maghfur-Lah
received a little souvenir from BSBCC representative, Mr Tee Thye
Lim

IUCN SSC - Asian Elephant Specialist
Group Visit
It was an honour for BSBCC to be visited by a
delegation from IUCN SSC – Asian Elephant Specialist
Group to BSBCC today on the 7th of December 2019.
The group was greeted by our Centre Operation
Executive, Mr. Tee Thye Lim, Environmental
Education Executive, Madam Gloria Ganang and
Centre Coordinator, Ms. Melynda Cheok. They visited
observation platforms to observe the bear’s behaviours
whilst interacting with the staff guides of BSBCC. A
very nice sharing session with BSBCC; we would love
to thank the specialist group for having BSBCC be one
of your stopping points in Sandakan.

Image: The group members of IUCN SSC- Asian Elephant
Specialist Group.

The Sun Bear Voice

Image: Visitors and her delegates getting to know more about
our rescued bears with guided tour

Image: Group photo with Yang Teramat Mulia Dato’ Seri Yong
with her delegates.
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Role

Country

Duration

Cheltenham
Secondary
College
(BATs Group)

Volunteer
(16 pax)

Australia

4th - 6th
December

day, the once captive Sun Bears are provided with

Amanda
Wilson

Volunteer

Malaysia

4th November 6th December

ample food and activities to stimulate healthy bear

Lok Yen Chi

Volunteer

Malaysia

6th - 20th
December

Nursyahidah
binti Hassim

Volunteer

Malaysia

6th - 20th
December

Noor Aiman
Badaruddin bin
Norazli Juni

Intern

Malaysia

9th December
2019 - 20th April
2020

Kam Kai
Cheng

Volunteer

Malaysia



Ng Xin Hao

Volunteer

Malaysia



Ng Jie Min

Volunteer

Malaysia



BSBCC currently houses 43 rescued Sun Bears in
our two Bear Houses and a quarantine facility. Each

behaviour. Volunteers and interns help our keepers to
achieve our goals in looking after the welfare of these
bears and helping them in their rehabilitation process.

BSBCC Volunteer Programme
BSBCC continues to receive help from volunteers
across the world. The BSBCC volunteer programme,
conducted in collaboration with APE Malaysia, has
been active throughout November and December
2019. Volunteers in this programme were supervised
by BSBCC staffs with much-appreciated assistance
from the APE Malaysia team. Besides helping the
keepers in caring for the bears at the Centre,
volunteers also helped to spread awareness on the
plights of Sun Bears through the education booth at
our visitor Centre.

Internship at BSBCC
BSBCC welcomes students from any local and

10th - 24th
December
10th - 24th
December
10th - 24th
December

Grace Cheong
Wei Yen

Volunteer

Malaysia

11th December
2019 - 1st
January 2020

Hamilton and
Alexandra
College
(BATs Group)

Volunteer
(11 pax)

Australia

14th-16th
December

Angeline Ngu
Hong Huong

Volunteer

Malaysia

17th - 30th
December

international institutions for their internship at the
Centre. Interns will have the opportunity to learn
about the rehabilitation of once captive Sun Bears.
Interns will also study the importance of bear
enrichment and of cleanliness of the facility. They
will also have a rare opportunity to learn about the
behaviours of this little known species up close.

BATs group
The BATs group programme at BSBCC will learn about
Sun Bear ecology, helping in basic building techniques
and develop their teamwork and leadership skills in
the challenging environment.

A huge thanks to the Bear Action Team Hamilton & Alexandra College from Australia

If you would like to make a difference and enjoy the
experience of a lifetime, please join us. Learn about
our volunteer programme on our website www.bsbcc.
org.my/volunteer.html or email us at info.bsbcc@

for helping out with the maintenance and
enrichment works. Enrichment helps the bears
on their rehabilitation journey!

gmail.com for further enquiries.
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Volunteer Stories

Aboriginal Adventure Time :)
by Sajidah Khadijah Meor Mohammad
Fared
Hi! My name is Saji (short for Sajidah Khadijah) and
I’m a first-year veterinary student from University
Putra Malaysia. I am a self-proclaimed nature lover and
an aspiring wildlife enthusiast. I am truly, truly stoked
(and GRATEFUL) to be given this opportunity to do my
industrial training at BSBCC. I could barely contain my
excitement and the urge to explore everything around
me during my 2-weeks stay and thus, I’ve compiled a
list of the things I did and experienced throughout this
journey.
9 First Things I Did & Never Regretted: 1. I hopped on a plane to Borneo for the sake of the
world’s smallest (and CUTEST) bears alive! This is my
first time volunteering in BSBCC and hopefully not my
last <3
2. I encountered orangutans, elephants, macaques
and of course sun bears all within the same day (there
are other animals worth mentioning as well but these
are the most common creatures you are bound to

Image: This structure was built by my buddy. I stuffed the
Aussie dog ball with some bananas, egg carton, ginger leaves,
meal worm and a drizzle of honey for Amaco’s enrichment.

meet/hear/get peed on during volunteering hours!
One time, I was doing a forest feeding with my buddy
keeper and a macaque peed on me as it was perching
on top of a tree. I already smelt bad (because of
perspiration) so I didn’t really mind. Disclaimer: these
wild animals are of course just for observing, not for
touching!
3. I visited the centre’s bear cemetery, which is
located in a pretty good spot surrounded by the lush
canopy of the forest and unbeknownst to the public.
It was a very poignant moment for me as I paid my
respects. They are gone, but not forgotten. Rest in
peace dear ones.
4. I made enrichments for the sun bears. This serves
as a way for them to cope with the stress or boredom
of being in captivity for a long time. Some of the bears
here will never be released because they have found
security only within the walls of the bear house. They
are afraid and reluctant to step out of their comfort
zone and so, it is vital that we provide them with
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Image: They’re cute but they ARE NOT naturally domesticated
to become pets! Kudos to BSBCC for giving these rescued
Bornean sun bears a second chance at being rehabilitated back
into the wild.
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given local fruits such as rambutan and langsat. Some

foraging, digging, clawing, climbing and such. I was

bears are fed chicken meat and boiled eggs to increase

assigned to take care of Amaco with guidance from my

their body condition scores because they are too

buddy, Adneen. Amaco is the oldest bear in the centre,

skinny.

at about 26 years of age. I’ve been told that their
typical lifespan in the wild is about 15-18 years but
because they are well taken care of when in captivity,
they can reach up to 30 years of age!
Each of the bears have their own personality and as for
Amaco, he is the typical “orang tua” or old man in the
bear house. He’s a picky eater, doesn’t really want to
stand up on his 2 hind paws and so my buddy built this
structure that would help Amaco to stand up and at the
same time, forage for special treats (hint: bananas and
mealworm. Yum)

Image: This was literally taken on my first day of volunteering.
It felt nice to just mingle about with the other volunteers as we
made enrichments for the bears.

5. I assisted a team of veterinarians performing a
health check on Logan, one of the trio of youngest
bears in the bear house. I basically helped my buddy
keeper carry the sedated bear to the Sepilok Orang
Utan Clinic where they conducted the check-up and
tooth extraction. Also, I attended the check-up on a
13-year-old male orangutan named Ceria the next day.
Thank you so much Lin May for allowing me to attend
these 2 sessions so I might get a glimpse of what
wildlife veterinarians do! <3
6. I extracted incisors from a dead dog! This was
one of the most exciting things I’ve experienced as
a vet student so far. Dr Anwar and Dr Serena from
Singapore were assisting us on how to extract canine
teeth because some of the bears here have poor dental

Image: Sliced some apples and placed them onto a sack cloth
and dusted some curry powder on it. This is a form of sensory
enrichment in which the bears will be able to sniff out the curry
and try to get the apples from the sack.

hygiene from poor diets and will require dental care
from the resident vet.
7. I learnt to become more competent in the kitchen.
Meal preparation for 43 bears is tough as heck! From
weighing the food, to chopping and slicing and rinsing
them clean and even boiling them, I honestly salute
the keepers for being able to do this efficiently, even
without having extra helping hands on some days.
The bears are fed an omnivorous diet consisting
mainnly of starchy vegetables and fruits like bananas,
pumpkins, sweet potatoes and carrots. They are also
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Image: Okay so these are the peeps who taught me so many
invaluable things while working in the bear house: Adneen
(my buddy), Roger, Azzry and Brandon. They have guided me
through cleaning the enclosures, forest feeding, meal preparation
and my favourite part which is making the enrichments.
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enrichments to nurture their natural behaviour such as

In a nutshell, I’m glad I spent my semester break here

watermelons, sweet potatoes and pumpkins and I even

in Borneo. It truly is a beautiful place imbued with

deboned a chicken once! For someone who spends

natural rainforests, humble and kind local people and

minimal time in the kitchen, volunteering at BSBCC has

serves as home to the cutest bears alive.

surely changed me for the better.
8. My buddy taught me how to saw wood!! It was
frustrating at first because I wasn’t getting through
the sawing but Adneen and Roger showed me that
perseverance does go a long way and so, I managed
to saw wood for one of the enrichments. HOORAY!
After sawing the wood, we drilled holes and I stuck
some bits of apple into the holes and smeared peanut
butter all over. The wood pieces were either thrown
overhead into the bear enclosure or I went in and
placed the wood on the hammock or on the floor for
the bears to play with.
9. I went cave hiking and cruising on the
Kinabatangan River! I had a day off so I hired a local
guide to take me out for some insane adventure time!
Gua Batu Tulug and Gua Gomantong are must-visit
places!

Image: This is by far my favourite enrichment, Stuffed Log. It
was fun sawing wood but let’s face it, I am no where near to
becoming a lumberjack.
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Image: Shot taken at the peak of Agup Batu Tulug. Full time
job: Veterinary student; Part time job: Dora the Explorer.

Image: Shot taken behind Bjorn Hala (staff quarters) and where
I had built my temporary nest for 2 weeks. Thanks again for
having me BSBCC! <3 <3 <3
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My biggest achievement was being able to chop the

Bear In Mind, We Do It For The
Bears by Anna Martinsen

18
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Hello BSBCC Bear Talk Blog!
My name is Anna, I’m 20 years old and have just spend
30 days working as a volunteer at the Bornean Sun
bear conservation center. I’m from Denmark, so getting
here took a lot of time! In Denmark, I just finished a
1-year dance education course and now I’ll be having a
gap-year, where I will be working, travelling, dancing,
living. I found out about this place because I went
here (Sabah) with my mom two years ago, and on the
way made a very good friend. Just before I finished
my dance education, I found the flyer for the BSBCC
volunteer program and decided to just do it..
First week working at the center offered a lot of work
in the kitchen! These bears, I tell you, they eat a lot.
Chopping up 36 kg of sweet potato or pumpkin, not

Image: Carrying a branch full of rambutan fruits for the bears
in pens.

even to mention the bananas… so many bananas every
day. The work in the kitchen is fun when everything
is flowing, one person is cutting, another is rinsing,
a third is weighing. One time, while I was weighing
bananas, a big spider jumped out and onto my shirt.
Something you get used to while working here.
Some of the male bears also get porridge with animal
proteins, such as cooked chicken, egg, etc. They
also get a fair amount of beans, because like human
children, they have to eat their greens. They get so
excited when they see you with the tray, and even
though it is so tempting, you really cannot touch those
sweet, furry creatures.
Later on during the first week, we had a presentation

Image: Working in the kitchen with Sumira, volunteer
coordinator from APE.

from one of the interns, Nathalie and later from Lin
May about the sun bears and why we’re doing this
work. It was literally heartbreaking to see how people
treat these animals. Sun bears are small animals, the
size of a big dog, so some locals catch them and keep
them as pets. This is bad for several reasons such as:
1) Diet - local people don’t know what a sun bear eats
and they feed it like a pet or, if the family is poor, then
they’ll feed it with whatever, even with Milo. You can
ask about Montoms story.
2) People don’t realize they are wild animals and that

The Sun Bear Voice

Image: Presentation by Natalie, one of the interns about the
Sun Bears.
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they grow bigger and stronger as they become adults.

with fear of heights, so we tried to lure him out with

3) The worst thing people might do is poach wild sun

to the ground. It was a slow process, but he made

bears, if they believe in traditional medicines and kill it

some progress. After some observation, Sumira and

to get the gallbladder, paws, teeth and fur for a variety

I decided that the stairs were too steep, and that’s

of uses.
The second week was a bit more “active”. We started
a lot of different projects and had a lot of fun. To start,
the bear house needs to be cleaned daily. This is not
as hard or smelly as people make it out to be, but then
again I have some experience from working at my
aunts farm. First you have to clean out poop, which
there’s a lot of, and in a lot of different colors (from
their diet). Then we washed out the cage with a lot
of water and scrub everything, and finished off with
drying the floor.
It’s not just work, work, work. The staff in the bear

Image: With blood, sweat and tears, and a crazy bunch of
people!

house are so friendly and fun, so everything becomes
more fun. Some of the cages have leaves, logs and
enrichments all made/brought in from the staff.
We made a lot of enrichments during 1st and 2nd
week. Enrichment is a tool we use to stimulate natural
behaviours, like using sense of smell to find delicious
food, rip cotton bags apart to get food. A lot of it has
to do with using either paws or mouth to get to food in
some ways.
While making the enrichment, you’ll get a great
opportunity to chat with the keepers (the staff). You

Image: Making enrichments while casual bonding with the staff
and fellow volunteers.

talk a lot about what’s different from back home, ask
questions about their cultures, things to try, and of
course, you learn a bit of Malay. Enrichment can also
be sticks or branches, banana leaves and we even went
trekking in the jungle for termite nests.
This week and the 3rd also offered bigger projects!
In one of the pens they needed to build a platform
for the bears to cool down under, play on and use for
enrichment. With blood, sweat and tears, we finished
the big platform within 1 1/2 weeks! The bears
absolutely love the platform now, and they’re often
seen sunbathing or playing on it.
During the 2nd and a part of the 3rd week I got to train

Image: My assigned buddy, Mizuno is one crazy climber!

and observe one of the bears, Sigalung. He is a bear

The Sun Bear Voice
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food on the platform and then on the steps down
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why he is not going down. We talked to my Buddy

Volunteer Stories

Keeper (You get “assigned” to a keeper when you start
working), Mizuno, and we made some sketches for a
ramp that wold make the ground seem less terrifying.
We measured, found supplies and got to work, but
just three days after we mounted the skeleton for the
ramp, some of the other keepers saw Sigalung on the
ground. In his pen. Looking for food. That little jokester
played a prank on us, but we still managed to finish the
ramp.
During the 3rd and 4th week we still did the usual
duties, cleaning, prepping food, building a ramp for
Sigalung, but we also got something extra! I got to
join some health checks. First one was on a big male,
Bermuda, second one was little Chin, third was Mary
and fourth was Wan-wan. While doing the check up,
as a volunteer, you monitor pulse, respiration and

Image: Natalie, I, and a wheelbarrow full of rambutans!

temperature. You also carry the bear from the bear
house to the truck and vice versa.
Another memorable health check was Wan-Wan. Wanwan is 12 years old and has a lot of dental problems,
so while doing her dental check, they found out that 7
teeth needed to be extracted otherwise she’d be in too
much pain to eat. 7 teeth! Crazy.
This week we also had fun going rambutan picking! It’s
like apple picking but with rambutans (like lychees).
You get to see nature, talk with your co-workers and

Image: The bear house team and our collected rambutans.

eat rambutans, #perfect. While collecting rambutans,
a bird’s nest fell from the tree. A bit later we found the
egg and Natalie and I decided to try and rescue the
nest, so mama bird could find it.
Before finishing up my rambling about this dreamy
work here, I want to mention the people. The people
working here all have hearts of gold and are so
friendly. They took us out to dinners, events, they care
about your well-being. If you ever even thought of
volunteering, you should do it if only because of the
people!
Biggest, warmest, most loving thanks and bear hugs to
everyone here from Anna Banana! I will definitely come
back!
Thank you, you’re welcome, goodbye.
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Image: Hands and mouth for rambutan picking!
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Protecting Rescued Bears
by Oona Lily Mcginty
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More than anything however, I think that having the

volunteer from Bristol in the UK. Initially I chose to

chance to venture out on my days off from work

come and work with the bears here because my dream

and witness first-hand some of the deforestation

is of eventually working as an anti-poaching ranger,

and destruction of the land outside of Sepilok and

to protect endangered animals from poaching, habitat

Sandakan has been the biggest eye opener for me.

destruction and the illegal wildlife trade in countries all
over the world.

It has made me even more determined in committing
life to working towards alleviating the necessity of

Getting the opportunity to experience working in-situ

housing rescued animals in protected areas such as

in the jungle for the first time was fantastic, and it was

these, and has further served to ignite my passion for

incredibly useful to get to try out working as a keeper

protecting these amazing creatures and all others like

in this environment, as I already have at a number of

them.

sanctuaries and wildlife rescues at home in England.
Learning how the role differs from country to country

So I would like to say thank you to the BSBCC for this

and having to quickly adapt to the differences in local

incredible opportunity, and as long as you are needed

wildlife and climate was a very valuable skill for me.

in the world, please never stop doing the wonderful
work that you do here for these beautiful animals.

Doing quite a lot of art in my spare time was certainly
put to good use here as well, as a few days into my
work I noticed that there were some partially finished
murals that had been started by a previous volunteer
on some of the walls between bear houses one and
two. With our volunteer co-ordinator’s permission, it
was hugely satisfying to be able to then sit for a while
in the afternoons to finish them off, refreshing that
area of the centre for the bears and workers to enjoy
throughout their time there.
Learning first-hand about the specific husbandry of
the kinds of animals that I will later strive to protect,
as well as the uses of different kinds of enrichment for
their care and what the bears gain from interacting
with each one was very interesting. Getting the chance
to go out into different areas of the jungle with the
other keepers to do things like gather natural greenery

Image: Finishing the partially done murals by a previous
volunteer.

for their enclosures, as well as learning about their
diet and collecting different types of native fruits for
the bears to eat was absolutely a highlight of my
trip. It was nice as well to see that because of the
daily effort put into these keeper activities, living
in this environment prior to re-release was not so
restricting to the bears’ natural diet, or their instinctive
interactions with the sorts of surroundings that they
might otherwise encounter in the wild.
Image: High up on the trees, picking rambutans for the bears.
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My name is Oona and I am a University student

Think for sun bears, Act for sun
bears! by Mayuko Takeda

22
center and being blown about by the wind, I thought

I’m studying biology in Japan. I wanted to be a

suddenly this is what I have always wanted to do. I

volunteer in animal related projects and then my

want to learn about wildlife and I want to do anything

professor told me about BSBCC when I consulted him.

I can for their well-being. This 2 week volunteering

This is why I came here.

experience would be a chance to reflect on myself
again.

My daily tasks in BSBCC are preparing food, husbandry
work and making enrichment for the bears. My typical

Finally, Thank you to all of the people I met here!!

day started from weighing the amount of the fruit

Sometimes it made me really happy when they talked

first and then bear house cleaning. Sun bears eat

to me in Japanese. They are kind and funny. Also

vegetables. So the smell of their feces was not as bad

they taught me Malay - “saya mau makan”. Actually

as I thought. However, my teammate and I had to

I felt nervous on the first day because I’m not a

clean the walls and doors too. It made me tired. If we

native English speaker, but my apprehensions were

didn’t clean the night dens carefully, they’ll get sick.

groundless. I was so excited to volunteer at the BSBCC

So, I did my best!!

from the second day.

I like to make enrichment for sun bears. For example,

I had a fulfilling and unforgettable time when

we put some apples and honey in the Aussie Dog balls

volunteering at BCBCC. This is an irreplaceable

which have holes in them. To make the enrichment

experience. I swear I’ll come back!!

harder, we also put leaves and egg cartons in the
Aussie Dog balls so it is harder for the bears to get
apples and honey. So they can enjoy getting the treats
while playing with it!
Collecting termites from the jungle is also part of
the enrichment for the bears. We can see how they
use their long tongues to forage. All of the bears are
individuals with different personalities. In the case
of food, some like sweet potatoes while others like
cucumbers. How could I understand that?? When I
cleaned the night dens, I checked what is left. On

Image: Aussie dog balls, filled up with delicious treats.

the other hand, one thing I was worried about was
that I was afraid I wouldn’t remember every bear’s
characteristics in just 2 weeks.
Actually, I have one more reason why I wanted to
come here. I wanted to know what I desire in life. To
tell the truth, I’ve lost my way. Of course, my passion
for animals is a certainty, but should I get a job or
should I go to university to get a master’s degree?
When I consulted Mr. Wong, he advised me that I
should choose what I think makes me happy. One day
after collecting banana leaves on the way back to the

The Sun Bear Voice

Image: Collecting termite mounds with the bear house team.
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Hello, I’m Mayuko. I’m 20 years old and from Japan!
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After only a week following my internship, I decided

sized pieces, painting them and attaching them in

it wouldn’t be the last time I’d be in BSBCC, I got

between two training pens.

my money saved and bought my tickets almost
immediately, and once finals were over, began my two

During my volunteering, I received the pleasure of

weeks of volunteering at BSBCC.

getting Boboi (Jeniur Justin) as my buddy, he’s a
pleasure to be around and will never leave you in any

I’m Nithisha, a 20-year-old from Selangor, and I am

state but happy. Thank you for guiding me and letting

obsessed with this place.

me tag along these two weeks Boboi, your efforts will
long be remembered by me.

I’m not exaggerating when I say this environment
feels a lot like ‘home away from home’, I’ve missed all

To summarize my two weeks volunteering, it was

the familiar faces, whether it be the staff, the bears or

wonderful. I even got to know Alicia and Amanda

even the dogs back in Bjorn Hala. Even more so now

who were both also return volunteer/ interns just like

with the addition of new friendly faces like Bithrenley

me! Every single staff member played a huge role in

and Danny.

making my stay special and memorable, I don’t always
admit it but they are who I’ll miss the most leaving this

As an intern, the schedules and procedures- especially

place. A million thank yous and a million more wouldn’t

for feeding, were systematically changing over the

be enough to describe how thankful I am to have

period of my internship. So, coming back after over 4

gotten a chance to do my internship here and now

months, there were plenty of obvious changes for me

volunteer here.

to catch up to.
When the time and place is right, I truly hope to be
It’s always interesting to learn why a diet is designed a

able to come back and volunteer again someday, till

certain way or why they do certain things around here.

then, much love, NITHISHA <3

This time around, the bear house team even got the
chance to sit through a dental lecture with Dr. Boon
to understand the dental checks that she carries out
on the bears, and hopefully will be able to carry out
on the bears annually. It was really fun understanding
and counting up the canines and the molars among the
bears.
My favourite part of our bear house duties has always
been feeding, I love seeing every bear’s different ways
of foraging and eating.

Image: Adrian and I assisting Dr Boon on Sika’s dental check.

Not to mention all of the enrichments we make daily to
occupy and keep our bears happy. New enrichments
that I got to make this time included the happy sack
and a ‘frozen salad’ ice block.
I even got to assist in making a divider between two
training pens to allow two male bears to venture out at
the same time without engaging in a growling match.
Making the divider involved cutting zinc into perfectly
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Image: Bithrenley, Mizuno, Amanda and I making happy sacks.
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Second Time Around
by Nithisha Nair
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Bearful Experience Blog Part 3
by Alicia Paula
This is my third time in a row for the past 3 years
of volunteering in BSBCC, things are ever-changing,
and I am experiencing a lot of new things. One of
the new things is the new Platform 2. In 2018, heavy
rains and strong winds blew down a few big trees
and Platform 2 was severely damaged by fallen trees.
When I came back this year and went to BSBCC for
the safety induction, I instantly went up to the new
Platform 2 to check it out, and it looked pretty good!
The other new thing that I noticed are the number of
new staff members that have joined the BSBCC family.
Having more bear-keepers certainly helps, especially
in Bear House 1, outside feeding and kitchen tasks.
Talking about tasks, the new bear diet and the list
of food distribution among 15 pens, definitely made

Image: “Yes, volunteers do things that bear-keepers do too!”

me take a few steps back…LITERALLY! The ‘Food
Quantity’ table is huge, with four feedings in total.
Their diets are categorized into fruits, leafy vegetables,
starchy vegetables and others (dog biscuits). The food
distribution now is more detailed and more complex
than before, all accommodating the bears’ varying
nutritional needs. Amaco and Wan-Wan have their own
tray of soft foods, only a handful of bears get porridge
and some of them get cooked chicken, while the rest
of the bears get fruits, veggies, and sprouted mung
beans. The task to distribute the fruits into 15 buckets
is quite confusing at first, but with the help of my
buddy, Mizuno, I managed to get the hang of it in just
a couple of days. Making and distributing enrichments
such as ice blocks, roll-treats, and egg cartons are
always an opportunity to have a chit-chat with the staff
and volunteers.
My buddy Mizuno and I also made an enrichment for
Panda and Chin to play with. It’s called ‘Rolling Log’,
and is constructed by propping up two inverted ‘V’s and
shoving a long metal bar through the log. Placing the

Image: Behind me is ‘Bit’ and Adneen, also helping out to
distribute the enrichments to the bears.

log with the metal bar onto the inverted ‘V’, to make it
turn when it is clawed and rolled by the bears. Mizuno
and I smeared some peanut butter onto the log, so
the bears could use their strong long claws to roll the
log. Surprisingly, both bears completely demolished
the log off the metal bar in less than 3 days. I figured
it’s because the trunk of the log was wet through and
could easily fall apart.
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felt too little lazy to cook. After seeing that, I became

chance to participate in bear health checks along with

inspired by how they are contributing their efforts

Dr. Boon, Lin May, and Pradeep. It was my first time

to reducing plastic waste in everyday doings. The

assisting in the health check, so I took my time to

next dinner that we had together, I brought my own

observe the procedures to carry out the health check.

container as well. Knowing that my lunch from the

I was first assigned with taking and writing down

restaurant is not plastic or styrofoam packaged made

the temperature of the bear every five minutes and

me feel really good. Even though my actions are small,

was told to notify them of any drastic temperature

it is better than no contribution at all.

changes. Lin May wanted me to learn how to use the
stethoscope to measure the bear’s heartbeat. It was

~ Self-reflection ~

really hard to find the heartbeat’s rhythm, and I gave

Coming back to BSBCC to volunteer for the third

up after some time. Pradeep and Lin May assured me

time, allows me to come back to myself after a year

that it is challenging to pinpoint the bear’s heartbeat,

of continuing my studies. I am a person that really

in a room filled with beeping sounds and the sounds

loves outdoor adventures and have always craved the

of the small polishing machine on the bear’s tooth.

enjoyment from what the Earth provides. Having my

After that, I returned the stethoscope to Pradeep, and

hands and eyes on my laptop and my phone for most

continued to take the bear’s temperature.

of the time is really tiring and I think electronics are
not really a great way to spend one’s free time .

I also got the chance to join Dr. Boon, to assist her in
neutering some cats and dogs in SPCA Sandakan. I
joined her twice, first time is with Dr. Boon and Andy,
second time was with Nithisha. We mainly helped her
with passing the tools and preparing medications, while
she did the neutering surgery on the cats and dogs.
Observing the procedure was definitely not for a weak
stomach. After injecting the anaesthetics, some of the
cats threw up. The neutering also involved stitching,
and being very generous with the alcohol solution as a
disinfectant.
Another thing that I noticed was that all the BSBCC
staff members brought their own food containers for
lunch. On my first day of volunteering, I had to go and
grab lunch at the cafeteria because I did not prepare
any food ahead of time. The next day, I slowly began

Image: I am trying to keep myself look occupied on camera
LOL.

my commitment to cook for lunch, its either I cook the
night before or wake up early the next day to prepare it
early in the morning. Me not being a morning person, I
prepared my lunch the night before. Another method of
packing lunch is when eating out for dinner. Every time
Thye Lim and Lin May went out for dinner together with
the Bjorn Hala family, they would always bring a basket
with their food containers inside. When ordering,
they would also order food for lunch to be eaten the
next day, and they would also ask the hawker to pack
the food into their container, instead of using plastic
or styrofoam containers. Other staff memberss also

Image: Here’s me and my lovely friend Nithisha, making ice
blocks for the bears.

brought their own containers to fill, whenever they
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Other than duties in the bear house, I was given the

macaques managed to enter the bear house and

my phone, but also helped me to build some muscle

stole a lot of dog biscuits, a free-roaming Orangutan

strength and stay in shape. I could carry a bag of

chilling on top of the training pens of Bear House 2,

sweet potatoes in each hand, from outside the bear

and many more. What is there to regret when gaining

house and walking all the way up to the kitchen,

volunteering experience in BSBCC, nothing!

without dropping or dragging the bag on the floor.
Volunteering at BSBCC also taught me not to be afraid
of our common invertebrate visitors, such as the Pillmillipede and the Tractor-millipede. With some help, I
managed to gain confidence and even let these cute
and harmless invertebrates crawl onto my hand. It
definitely tickles at first, but I soon got used to it.
The friendly and easy-going staff members at BSBCC
really made my experience more worthwhile. Random
laughing moments everywhere I go, even at the
simplest things. The day never goes by without
something to talk or to laugh about. For some
examples, Kala is still being sensitive and does not
want to return into her night den, one of the staff
found a blood python near the Quarantine area, young

Image: “Rolling Log” structure enrichment for Chin and Panda.

Image: Group photo on the last day of my 3rd  volunteering in BSBCC, thanks guys!
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Volunteering in BSBCC not only distracted me from

November/December’s adopters 2019

Adoption Programme

Adoptoion Programne

Welcome a Sun Bear into your family, class, club or
corporation by adopting a Sun Bear or buying a gift of
Sun Bear medicine, food, or toys to show you care and
support the valuable work of BSBCC.
Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about
Sun Bears while helping BSBCC meet the costs of
rehabilitation. Funds raised by the adoption program
are used to better the lives of all bears.
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Find out how to adopt a Sun Bear from our website:
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt-a-bear.html
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16.
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24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Keisuke Taketani
Lydia Carroll
Kraftchem Integration Sdn
Bhd
Natarsha Dann
Anne Blobel
Batch ERUDITE MRSM Tun
Mohammad Fuad Stephens
Pip Wallwork
Chamberlain Family
Peter Mahlknecht
Jane Baker
Nicola Thomas
Caroline Hubschmann
Mark Liu
Jasmin Hlafky
Martin Reisfeld & Malacrida
Godoy (Alice Reisfeld)
Grant Albert
Louise Close
Ms M Sweeting
Andreas Yolanta
Lucy Flatman (Linda Drewett)
Alex Robinson
Jerry Mulcahy
Amy Newbuty
Rohanne Young
Greg Nordstrom
Victoria Lee
David Mcguire
Jack Graves
Hilary Wipperman
Megan Noblett
Marta Nowicka
YH Eng
Nicola Ding
Karie Balasuntharam
Indya Mealing
Yuan Chun Khor
Pierre Sarrazin
Mr & Mrs Picard
Nicky Kramskoy
Finn Reekie Evans
Jessica Gorlin
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52.
53.
54.
55.
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60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

Joyce Chooi
Li Xia
Zhang Xin Yi
Elise & Maddil Fillion (Jon
Hammer)
Edith Lewis (Joanna Lewis)
Gail Ashington
Georgia & Hamish
Wong Fui Yuan
Kyle Vaughn
Tabea Gruenberg
Raluca Tudoroiu
Christopher Seward
Barry Turner
William Peden
Jarod Lim
Leonne Yee
Daniel Downes
Stephanie Maresse
J Roach
Cheryl De Souza
Deborah Kelly
Susanne Hume
Bing Haw Wong
Colin Davidson
Clark Martinez Elizabeth
Jacqueline Ramm
Mikhail Sweeney
Sophie Rutterford (Wayne
Millard)
Carole Evans
Nadiye Memisoglou (Belinda
Upton)
Jamie Lawson
Mary Kennedy
Siubhan McBain (Jacqui
McBain)
Emma & Hayley (Caitlyn
Turner)
Chong Li Fang
Carl Sykes (Andrea Sykes)
Mrs Leona Ashby
Low Ghee Bee
Low Ghee Hong
January - February
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BSBCC in the news

BSBCC was also featured in the following online
news and newspapers:
•

Sun bear body parts: Man’s sentence is
enhanced. Daily Express. 2nd November 2019.
http://www.dailyexpress.com.my/news/142668/
sun-bear-parts-man-s-sentence-is-enhanced-/?fbc
lid=IwAR3Gq1y0MqWYXlYkXpcOIi8YqHl8jXfLNTMq
YG_KISGeRtaZhHofoww_H3k
Man’s jail term for possessing sun bear parts doubled. The Borneo Post. 2nd

•

Man’s jail term for possessing sun bear parts

November 2019

doubled. The Borneo Post. 2nd November 2019.
•

Hukuman pemilik bahagian badan beruang
ditingkat. Harian Ekspres. 2nd November 2019.

•

Conservationists laud crackdown against
poachers, exotic meat suppliers. New
Straits Times. 3rd November 2019. https://www.
nst.com.my/news/nation/2019/11/535092/

NGOs welcome increased sentence in sun bear case. Borneo Post. 23rd
November 2019.

conservationists-laud-crackdown-against-poachersexotic-meat-suppliers
•

SFC raids restaurant serving sun bear
dish, other exotic meat. The Star online. 13th
November 2019. https://www.thestar.com.my/
news/nation/2019/11/13/sfc-raids-restaurantserving-sun-bear-dish-other-exotic-meat?fbclid=Iw
AR0kEqFj7Llt1PesY9UeSUt8rYoP5oHVi7Rz8bzAY8fG
Cyad537iHb5cQd8#ZfuvGdTZeRck3L4L.41

•

NGOs hail the harsher punishment. Daily Express. 24th November 2019.

Sun bear rescued from longhouse in Betong
(Video). Borneo Post online. 14th November 2019.
https://www.theborneopost.com/2019/11/14/sunbear-rescued-from-longhouse-in-betong/?fbclid=Iw
AR1r8n78W6KwcuKFmcqEkTypHSpbT6PV26h42O4z
xGt4MxKG5bBj5O0NVLU

•

NGOs welcome increased sentence in sun
bear case. Borneo Post. 23rd November 2019.

•

NGOs hail the harsher punishment. Daily
Express. 24th November 2019.
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop

Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to
protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered Sun Bears.

Please click or scan on the QR code for the order form
if you are interested in purchasing our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase.
2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 0%.
Additional charges for shipping will be incurred.
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Bear Shop

Bear Shop

Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to
protect, save and enrich the lives of the endangered Sun Bears.

Please click or scan on the QR code for the order form
if you are interested in purchasing our merchandises.
Terms and conditions:
1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase.
2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 0%.
Additional charges for shipping will be incurred.
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If you would like to make a direct donation to BSBCC,

kind and financial support from various individuals and

you can do so with one of these methods:

agencies. We acknowledge the continuous support from

. Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre

the following contributors:

. Public donation from
BSBCC donation box
. Gareth Morris
. Gillian Johns
. Jennifer Logan-Porter
. Doreen Melbourne
. Michelle Phoong
. Jason Woolgar
. Guru-guru EErace 2019
. SK Lahad Datu II
. Joyce Chooi
. James F Felts
. Yvonner Eisner
. Hazel M Watts
. Jessica Dixon
. Brenton Head
. Anne Mapson
. Cinzia Moncini
. Teresa Rivas
. Gail Hecmanczuk
. Jens Soderlund
. Pamela Xin Yi
. Khoo Ann
. Hui Yee Foo
. Mun Cheong
. Tanya Stevenson
. Pia Mustonen
. Cheltenham Secondary
College (BATs Group)

. Stephen November
. Elina Teplinsky
. Barbara Hobi
. Katharine Bradley
. She loves blooms
. Katrina Riedel
. Carolyn Fairolough
. Lunarluminescene
. Lunarluminescene1
. The Whitney E Green
Trust
. Li Szu Peng
. Richard Dowell
. The Hamilton and

(BSBCC) - Donate any amount directly to BSBCC
through our paypal account by clicking the donate
button on our website: www.bsbcc.org.my

. Wong Siew Te - Send an email to our CEO and

Founder, Dr. Wong Siew Te, for further inquiries on
donating directly to us at wongsiew@hotmail.com

Alexandra College (BATs
Group)

. Zachary Carey
. Micheal Ritzheimer
. World Challenge Fund
Raising
. Ralf Wottrich
. Elizabeth Claire
Reichstein
. John Carr
. Hildegard Pannen
. Catharine Keyes
. Vincent Yip

BORNEAN SUN BEAR CONSERVATION CENTRE (BSBCC)
Location address:
Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan Labuk, 90000
Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia
Postal address:
PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia.
Contact number: +6 089 534 491
E-mail: info.bsbcc@gmail.com
Website		

Facebook

Instagram

With contributions of photos & text from
Nithisha Nair, Sajidah Khadijah Meor Mohammad Fared,
Anna Martinsen, Oona Lily Mcginty, Mayuko Takeda, Alicia
Paula, Sam Tippetts, Chiew Lin May, Gloria Ganang, Risnayati
Lammu, Mohd. Haniff Mohd. Busrah, Yvonne Chong Yee Wen,
Wong Siew Te
Proofreading / English editor
Lori Bull, Teresa Fung Wing Ka
Compiled & edited by
Melynda Cheok
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BSBCC’s work would never been possible without in-

